Setter Brittany Pointer Rescue Asturias
(SeBPRA)
PRIVACY POLICY
ABOUT US
We are an unregistered non-profit making organisation of volunteers who aim
to find good UK homes for unwanted Spanish gundogs. We hope to gain UK
charity status and are working towards that aim.
You can find information about us in our Facebook group “Setter, Brittany and
Pointer Rescue, Asturias (SeBPRA)” and also our website https://sebpra.org/
You can contact us at info@sebpra.org
We respect your privacy and take all reasonable measures to safeguard the
information we hold about you.
DOG APPLICATIONS
For those who send in an application for a dog we have personal information,
which may include names, addresses, telephone numbers, email addresses,
date of birth and passport or driving license numbers.
This information is shared only with people directly involved in the application
and transport process. This may include those volunteers in SeBPRA who
interview potential adopters, homecheckers, those in Spain and UK completing
the paperwork for the dogs to travel, also DEFRA APHA, the transporter and in
some cases The Kennel Club for registering a microchip.
We hold on to this information while the dog is in your care, so that we can
continue to support the dog and adopter. We get in touch occasionally, usually
to ask for updates on the dog or provide information about an adopters’ meet
ups in the area.
We do not share, sell or swap your information with any other organisation for
their marketing purposes.
You can change your mind at any time about how and if you wish to be
contacted by us, or ask us to update your details, correct or remove
information, by emailing info@sebra.org . You also have the right to request a

copy of the personal information that we hold about you.
WEBSITE
We use Cookies to improve your experience when visiting our website. There
are four categories of Cookies and we use the following two:
 Strictly Necessary cookies, which are essential for visitors to move round our
website and use its features.
 Performance cookies, which collect information about how visitors use our
site, such as which pages are visited most. No information is kept that
identifies individuals.
We do NOT currently use the other two categories:
 Functionality cookies, which remember visitor's choices, such as text size or
location, and may
also be used to provide services, such as watching a video or commenting on a
blog.
 Targeting or Advertising cookies, which collect information about browsing
habits.
By accessing our website and social media pages you are accepting the terms
of this Privacy Policy. Be aware that, should you post inappropriate, offensive
or defamatory statements, or comments that may be in breach of the law, we
reserve the right to inform relevant third parties, such as your internet
provider or law enforcement agencies.

